Teaching: Wearable Cognitive Assistants
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More teaching resources from the Observer: Parenting by Lying


'Twas the night before Christmas, when all through the house
The parents were swearing, waking the mouse.¹
There were toys to assemble, and more than a few;
The dollhouse took an hour, and the trampoline took two.
With paper instructions too brief and guidance videos too distant,
What these parents needed was a wearable cognitive assistant.
Headworn devices such as Google Glass, augmented reality glasses, and virtual reality headsets have been on the market for approximately a decade, with most users enjoying them for taking photos, checking apps, and gaming. Others use wearable devices to create multiple virtual “screens” that augment work efficiency, an approach that was anticipated by the 2002 Steven Spielberg movie *Minority Report*.
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According to APS James McKeen Cattell Fellow Roberta Klatzky and computer scientist Mahadev Satyanarayanan, wearable devices can act as cognitive assistants, providing real-time guidance with assembling furniture, cooking a new recipe, or operating a defibrillator during a sudden cardiac arrest (Klatzky & Satyanarayanan, 2023). The idea is similar to GPS navigation in which a sensor detects your location and interacts with a computer system (digital maps) to provide step-by-step guidance for you to reach your destination.

GPS navigation, though, turns out to be a relatively simple example of effective human–computer interaction because it requires minimal sensors (GPS) and relatively minimal computing resources (maps). There can be a time lag between location detection and verbal instructions without the user missing a turn. By contrast, cognitive assistance with furniture assembly requires a computational model for each action in the task, dense processing of the user’s 3D environment, and the wireless exchange of
data between the sensor and a nearby small computer called a cloudlet (without the nearby computer, processing would be too slow).

Despite the many technical challenges, Satyanarayanan, Klatzky, and colleagues have programmed wearable devices such as Google Glass to assist users in building Lego structures, assembling Ikea lamps, and guiding novices to use a defibrillator (Chen et al., 2017; Olguín Muñoz et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2020).

Several lessons from their research program will align with your classroom teaching activity (see below):

1. The speed of the wearable cognitive assistant needs to match or exceed the speed of innate human cognitive processes; if it’s too slow, then users lose motivation because they no longer feel a sense of control over their environment.

2. Wearable cognitive assistants not only must match the individual user’s cognitive abilities in processing speed and working memory, but they may also need to be tailored to different personalities, demographics, and cultures.

3. Despite remarkable technological advances, human cognitive processing still holds advantages over computer-based models, which take a bottom-up approach to sensing the environment and are therefore susceptible to errors such as objects being blocked by the user’s hands. Without observable cues, computers simply lack the top–down conceptual understanding that a goal is completed, which is a cornerstone of human cognition.

__Student Activity__

Introduce students to wearable cognitive assistants with the aid of Satyanarayanan’s online video. Begin by watching from 11:45 to 15:30, in which Satyanarayanan displays a wearable cognitive assistant and describes how sensors and cloudlet technology can provide feedback at speeds that match human cognition. After this segment, ask students to discuss some of the following questions in a think–pair–share activity:

- Why do you think the technology needs to match the speed of human cognition?
- When would you personally use a wearable cognitive assistant?
- Would you rather have a wearable cognitive assistant or an expert human to help you? Why?
- What are the possible ramifications for the human species if in 100 years we have developed technologies that completely substitute for human cognition such that we no longer need to read, remember, or make decisions by ourselves?
- Can you think of any ethical concerns related to wearable cognitive assistants, such as students using them while taking tests?

To understand the evolution of this technology from Lego to lamp assembly, first watch the video from
20:00 to 22:00 and then from 25:00 to 27:40. In small groups, have students discuss the following questions:

- What about the wearable cognitive assistants did you notice to be useful?
- Using your class knowledge of human social and cognitive processes, describe some limitations of current wearable cognitive assistants.
- What individual-difference factors might predict who would benefit (or not benefit) from wearable cognitive assistants?
- The human brain has sometimes been likened to a computer processor. Does research on wearable cognitive assistants support or refute this analogy?
- Imagine a team that develops wearable devices. Besides hiring a computer programmer, what are some additional jobs or roles that might be fulfilled by individuals with psychology degrees?

Footnotes

1 The poem 'Twas the Night Before Christmas was written by Clement Clarke Moore in 1823 under the title Account of a Visit from St. Nicholas.

Feedback on this article? Email apsobserver@psychologicalscience.org or login to comment.
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